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Dive into the exciting world of Battletech with the legendary Blood of Kerensky
Trilogy Box Set! Published by Battletech Legends, this captivating sci-fi adventure
will take you on an unforgettable journey through a universe filled with warfare,
politics, and epic battles.

What is the Blood of Kerensky Trilogy?

The Blood of Kerensky Trilogy is a collection of three novels written by Michael A.
Stackpole. Set in the expansive Battletech universe, this trilogy forms a cohesive
story arc known for its gripping narrative and intense action. The Trilogy includes
the following books:

1. Book 1: Lethal Heritage - Immerse yourself in the intense conflicts on the
war-ravaged planet of Twycross.

2. Book 2: Blood Legacy - Follow the MechWarrior Grayson Death Carlyle as
he becomes embroiled in a deadly battle against the Clans.

3. Book 3: Lost Destiny - Witness the thrilling as the Inner Sphere faces the
Clans in an epic showdown.

An Epic Sci-Fi Adventure

Prepare for an adrenaline-fueled adventure as you join the characters in their
struggle to survive in a universe torn apart by war. The Blood of Kerensky Trilogy



offers a unique blend of intrigue, political maneuvering, and intense battles, as
the Clans threaten to overthrow the Inner Sphere.
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Unraveling Intriguing Plotlines

Each book in the trilogy uncovers layer upon layer of the complex and enthralling
Battletech universe. Follow the main characters as they navigate treacherous
alliances, uncover hidden agendas, and fight for their lives in the midst of galactic
conflict. The plotlines are meticulously woven together, keeping readers at the
edge of their seats throughout the entire trilogy.

Riveting Characters

The Blood of Kerensky Trilogy introduces a diverse cast of characters, each with
their own unique motivations and secrets. From MechWarriors battling in giant
fighting machines to cunning politicians and spies, you'll form deep connections
with these characters as they face overwhelming odds and make life-changing
decisions.
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Battletech Universe

Battletech is a popular table-top wargame and science fiction franchise that has
captured the imaginations of fans worldwide. With the Blood of Kerensky Trilogy,
you'll dive deep into the fascinating world of Battletech, exploring its rich lore,
advanced technology, and interstellar conflicts.

The Blood of Kerensky Trilogy Battletech Legends Box Set is a must-have for sci-
fi enthusiasts and fans of epic, action-packed stories. Experience the thrill of
interstellar warfare, complex politics, and heroic sacrifices as you immerse
yourself in this captivating universe. Get your hands on this incredible box set,
and let the adventure begin!
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THREE COMPLETE BATTLETECH NOVELS FEATURING THE DEADLIEST
FOE TO EVER INVADE THE INNER SPHERE…THE CLANS!
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In the late 28th century, the Star League collapsed, and the Five Successor
States were born. For the last three hundred years, these mortal enemies have
fought over space, land, and politics, but now a new threat looms just outside the
Inner Sphere.

The descendants of an old Star League general—the Clans—have returned from
their long-ago exile to take what they believe is rightly theirs. They have been
bred into the best military force humanity has ever seen. The Clans have come to
conquer, and the Successor States must put aside their differences—or face total
destruction.

LETHAL HERITAGE

Two decades after the events that nearly brought the Successor States to the
brink of all-out war, the Great Houses exist in an uneasy peace.

But from out beyond the Periphery comes a new threat. A swift-moving military
force of unknown origin, piloting BattleMechs unlike any seen before. Their
power, speed, and ferocity are unparalleled. Nothing the Inner Sphere has can
stop them. Some of the finest warriors and ablest units have challenged them and
been crushed. No force has faced them and won.

They are the Clans! A military juggernaut whose sole reason for existence is
battle. A race that selectively breeds itself for combat.

Humanity’s only hope is an alliance of mortal enemies. The Federated
Commonwealth and the Draconis Combine, interstellar empires at war for 300
years, must now stand side-by-side—or face certain annihilation.

BLOOD LEGACY



Since appearing in the Inner Sphere, the frenzied Clans have overwhelmed every
planet they’ve invaded, brutally crushing any opposing force. Nothing the Great
Houses have can stop them. Humanity’s only hope—an alliance of mortal
enemies—may be doomed.

The Clan invaders have chosen their next objective—Luthien, capital of the
Draconis Combine. House Kurita must now fight for survival on its homeworld.
Hanse Davion is presented with a situation undreamed of...the final defeat of the
Dragon itself. Should he attack his distracted foe and destroy the enemy his
family has battled for over 300 years? Or should he reinforce a fellow House of
the Inner Sphere against a force that Davion and the Federated Commonwealth
might not otherwise defeat when their time comes?

And even if the Houses should somehow agree to stand together against the
Clan menace, another just as dangerous threat lurks within their midst. ComStar,
the semi-mystic sect that controls interstellar communication, schemes to hurl
House Davion, House Kurita, and the Clans into a devastating war that will leave
ComStar in a position to dominate the Inner Sphere...

LOST DESTINY

Invaders from beyond the Periphery, the Clans have beaten the forces of the
Inner Sphere repeatedly. Now the Clans are driving toward their ultimate
objective—Terra, cradle of humankind, and hub of the ComStar communications
network.

Nothing the Inner Sphere has can stop them. Entire regiments of BattleMechs lie
smashed in their wake. The heir to the throne of the Draconis Combine is
missing. Rasalhague is overrun. The Clans are sweeping toward the center of the
known universe in a relentless tide.



Humanity's only hope is the Inner Sphere’s most powerful traitor. ComStar
betrayed the Inner Sphere by aiding the Clans in their conquests. Now the mystic
sect that controls all interstellar communication must face the Clan hordes—
alone. And a mysterious, elderly warrior—along with the untested warriors of
ComStar—is the Inner Sphere’s last defense against total defeat.
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